
Bang Bang Games brings Yggdrasil’s acclaimed GigaBlox™ mechanic to its hit game Super Cash

Drop! It’s a glitzy, volatile game that’s a perfect �t for those trademark colossal blox! With SUPER REEL

EXPAND the reels can change size to be up to 6x6 and lines increase from 40 to up to 60 for more

ways to win! Landed wilds expand to be a SUPER STRETCH WILDS with a cumulative multiplier

possible, with GigaBlox wilds ramping up the potential to new heights! SUPER FREE SPINS, are

supercharged with NO LOWS, LOCK & RESPIN WILDS, and more super-massive GigaBlox! Extra spin

awards are frequent, and it’s all played out on max reel height and max lines for max wins! With huge

max win of up to x5,300 it won’t only be GigaBlox fans who �nd themselves banking dolla dolla bill

y’all!
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RTP

95,50%

HIT Frequency

22,86%

Volatility

HIGH

Default Max win

702.400 €



Key selling points

Exciting new twist on an established hit game

GigaBlox™ on every spin, up to 6×6

Huge GigaBlox™ Stacks of Wilds

Beatutiful visuals that have mass apeal

High octane action where epic wins can drop on any spin

Paylines

40

Default bet size

2 €

Default bet range

0,20 € - 100 €

Default max multiplier

X 7 024
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Target demographic

Players who like WILDS based games

Players who like GIGABLOX™ games

Players who like volatile games

Players looking for high octane fast paced games

Players who like to “Buy the Bonus”
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Game features

Super Free Spins

During Free Spins: ALL LOW SYMBOLS ARE

REMOVED ALL WILDS ARE LOCK & RESPIN

ALL SPINS ARE PLAYED ON 6X6 AND 60 LINES

EXTRA SPI N RETRIGGERS ARE FREQUENTLY

AWARDED!
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Super Stretch Wilds

Landing a partial stack of wilds on any reel will

result in those wilds expanding to �ll the reel.

A multiplier is applied depending on the size

of the initial stack landed. For example if 2

symbols in a stack land then the wilds will

expand and wins going through that reel will

be x2. If 4 wilds land the award would be x4.

Multipliers are cumulative though, so if a x2

stack and a x4 stack are in play together all

wins through them are at x6! Sometimes

GOLD wilds will be in play, these wilds work

like regular wilds except they will lock and

trigger a free respin. More gold wilds = more

respins and huge wins!
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Gigablox™

The Gigablox feature creates massive symbols

on every spin! Will you land the super-massive

6x6 symbols for EPIC win potential.

Super Reel Expand

On any spin the reels can change size

between 6x4, 6x5 and 6x6. When this happens

the number of win lines active also changes to

be 40, 50 or 60 respectively. Wehn 5x5 massive

5x5 GigvaBlox are possible, when 6x6 then 5x5

and super-massive 6x6 GigaBlox can land!
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Game rules

Welcome to SUPER CASH DROP GIGABLOX™, with SUPER STRETCH WILDS, SUPER FREE SPINS

and SUPER REEL EXPANDS!

About the Game

SUPER CASH DROP is a slot game with a reel size ranging from 6 x 4 to up to 6 x 6, which may

change at random on every spin. Look out for stacks of wilds which trigger the SUPER STRETCH

WILDS feature and LOCKED wilds which give free respins. During Free Spins, all wilds are Locked

Wilds and all low paying symbols are removed!

How to Play

• Select your total bet or use the default.

• Press the Spin button to start the game.

• Wins are multiplied by the bet.

Gigablox™
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The game features the popular GIGABLOX™ reels where on each spin between 2 and 6 reels can

merge to form a colossal GIGABLOX™ reel. GIGABLOX™ are oversized symbols that function like

individual symbols in a 2×2 to 6×6 formation. Any symbol including Wild and Bonus symbol can

land as GIGABLOX™.

Super Reel Expand

• The game starts as a 6×4 array, but each spin, there is a chance for it to change to another size.

• The maximum array size is 6×6.

• Each array size includes additional win lines. 6×4 has 40 lines, 6×5 has 50 lines and 6×6 has 60 lines.

• The game remembers what size it is from session to session. Each bet has its own storage.

Super Stretch Wilds

• If one or more wild symbol lands, all symbols on the reel are replaced by a wild.

• If more than 1 wild is landed, wins through the reel will be subject to a win multiplier. The

multiplier on a reel’s wilds are equal to the number of wild symbols that landed on that reel when

the reels stopped.

• A Gigablox wild is counted as 1 wild for the purposes of the multiplier, which is calculated based

on the number of vertical positions covered.
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• Multipliers combined additively when they are applied to winning combinations that include

those wilds.

Locked Super Stretch Wilds

• There is a chance on every spin that wilds are LOCKED WILDS.

• If one or more locked wilds land, the SUPER STRETCH WILDS feature is triggered and plays out as

described above. In addition, the wild reels then lock, including any multiplier, and the remaining

reels receive a free respin.

• If one or more new locked wild symbols land during a respin, the SUPER STRETCH WILD feature is

triggered as described, wins are paid, and another free respin is awarded. This continues until

either all 5 reels are wild, or no further wilds are landed.

Super Free Spins

How to trigger Free Spins

• Landing 5 or more BONUS scatter symbols triggers free spins. One free spin will be awarded for

each symbol landed.

• BONUS scatter symbols that Gigablox will be split into singles for the purposes of the count.

• Free Spins can be won on the same spin as LOCKED wilds are landed. This can only happen on
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the initial spin that triggers the feature, and although it is possible for reels containing winning

scatter symbols to respin, your bonus has been stored and will start when the LOCKED SUPER

STRETCH WILDS feature has completed.

During Free Spins

• All spins will be played on the maximum reel size of 6×6 and 60 win lines.

• All lwo symbols are removed from the reels.

• Wild symbols are always Locked Wilds.

• Respins due to wilds are awarded in addition to free spins.

• Wild symbols have a higher chance of occurring during Free Spins.

• Additional free spins may be triggered during free spins by landing 1 or more BONUS scatter

symbols, one spin is awarded for each BONUS symbol landed. BONUS Gigablox are split for the

prposes of the count.

Free spins are played with the same lines and total stake value as the triggering spin.

How to Calculate Wins

• To calculate the total win, add all the symbol wins together.

• To calculate a single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence on

the line starting from the left most reel.

• If three or more identical symbols are lined up, �nd the win value in the Pay Table. Only the
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highest winning combination per line is paid out.

• Wild symbols will substitute for any symbol to create wins, except bonus scatter symbols or other

special symbols not de�ned in the paytable.

• Individual wins are summed for you after the spin and the total win will be displayed either on or

under the reels depending on the combined value.

Return to Player

• The overall theoretical return to player is 95.5%

• The maximum recorded win is x5833 and happened once in 1.000.000.000 simulated game

rounds.

Randomization

• The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certi�ed random

number generator. For more information, visit http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/about-us
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image
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Spin - Initiates a new spin. Will also display the number of remaining spins during a free spin

bonus or an autoplay session.

A -

Autoplay - Players can make the game play without pressing the spin button each time. Will

pop out a bar containing available options for the number of spins you wish to autoplay.

Players can choose additional conditions for when to stop autoplay in the Game Settings. The

loss limit in some game client versions prevent players from losing above a set limit during an

autoplay session. Pressing the Autoplay button a second time stops the autoplay.

B -

Menu - Will pop out a panel that contains buttons to access additional con�guration options

and information.

C -

Balance - Total remaining player balance.D -

Total Win - The total win from the last spin, or during a bonus will be cumulative win from the

entire bonus. Will only be visible when there is a win to display. Initiates a new spin. Will also

display the number of remaining spins during a free spin bonus or an autoplay session.

E -

Lower Total Bet - Will reduce the total bet by one available increment.F -

Total Bet - The current total bet – you can click this panel to open a pop up that will display all

available Bet Per Spin options.

G -

Raise Total Bet - Will increase the total bet by one available increment.H -
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Options Panel

Game Name - Will show the game name (if enabled).I -

Clock - The current system time.J -

Expand this image

Home - Go back.A -

Game Rules - Will open the full Game Rules document.B -
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Pay Table - Will open the pay table, detailing the game features, symbol pays and pay lines.C -

Replay / History - Will open the History panel where the player can review and watch previous

game rounds.

D -

Sound - Will turn sound on or off.E -

Turbo - (only shows if available) - Will set the reels to a faster spin.F -

Close - Closes the options panel.G -
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Promotions

MARCH MADNESS

02 February - 02 February

Game show lovers of all kinds, come on down! The cameras are set to

roll and we’re bubbling up for 12 days of TV themed furry folly in

March Madness, a brand-new game show where the prizes are right

within players’ paws! In this cat-themed cavalcade crammed with

cash prizes, keep your whiskers preened for up to €80,000 in Mission

and Tournament where all your favourite slots characters await. And

without further ado, welcoming one of your hosts this evening,

featuring Collection Symbol, Free Spins, Gamble Features and more,

iiiiiiiiit’s Pushy Cats; Yggdrasil’s February core release, full to the tail

of top fuzzy features, and more importantly, featuring in both parts of

this month’s campaign. Ready? Lights down, curtain up. Let’s play…

March Madness!
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Additional information

• If your game is interrupted during play, you may replay the game round after restarting the game

within 1 hour after interruption. After that time, any winnings from interrupted game will be added

to your account. If you choose to skip the replay, your win will be added to your balance

immediately.

• In any situation where the replay-functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the support team

of your gaming website.

• In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts

are rendered void and all affected bets are refunded.

• This is game rules version 1, dated 5/12/2021. To make available any previous version, please use the

contact form at http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/contact-us
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